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Introduction 
 
Good morning, my name is Brad and I’m one of the pastors here. Today we are kicking 
off a new sermon series called “Rest and Roots,” a journey through what the Bible has 
to say about these two related concepts. Here at Antioch we want to continue being a 
fruitful church, pursuing intentional relationships that lead people to Jesus both in our 
multicultural community and also around the world. In order for us to be that kind of 
people in the long-term, we must be a people who rest on Christ and root deeply in him.  
 
Preparing for this sermon series has brought to mind a recent trip my family took to pick 
blueberries in Indiana. Not only did we come home with bags of fresh blueberries, we 
ate even more than we picked. But that wonderful blueberry field didn’t just happen 
overnight. It took someone years of investment for us to enjoy those blueberries over 
the few weeks the plants produced. They had to cultivate the soil and plant the bushes 
and allow time for the roots to develop, and keep from picking any berries for the first 
year or two, allowing the bush to mature. We, too, need a season of intentional rest in 
order to keep bearing fruit.  
 
Now it’s pretty common when addressing a certain topic in the Bible to preach like this:  

● This is what the Bible says about God 
● This is what you must do 
● Now go do it! 

 
However, the Bible isn’t just a book about what to do  to live a spiritual life. It leads you 
to a face-to-face encounter with God that begins to change your heart and mind and 
actions. Therefore, today’s sermon will follow this kind of outline instead: 

● This is what Bible says about who God is and what he is doing 
● This is how God invites us to join him in his rest  
● But we can’t! 
● Thanks be to God--Jesus accomplished it for us 
● Now enter God’s rest through Jesus 

 
If you are able, please stand with me to honor the reading of God’s word. Today’s 
passage is Genesis 2:1-3. Hear the word of the Lord: 
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1  Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them. 2 And on the 
seventh day God finished his work that he had done, and he rested on the seventh day 
from all his work that he had done. 3 So God blessed the seventh day and made it holy, 
because on it God rested from all his work that he had done in creation. Genesis 2:1-3 
 
May the Word preached here today echo among the nations. You may be seated.  
 
Exposition 
 
The first three chapters of Genesis are some of the most important chapters in the 
entire Bible. They answer many of our biggest questions about the world and how it 
works. “Where did we all come from?” “How did it start?” “What’s the purpose of life?” 
“Why is life so hard?” The answers are right here . But Genesis 1-3 has also been some 
of the most highly debated words in the world. This is sad because it so easily distracts 
us not just from answers about ourselves, but from the epic introduction of the main 
character: God himself. It’s like the lights go down and the curtain is pulled back and the 
spotlight shines on the one we’ve all been waiting for, but most of the audience is busy 
checking their facebook page.  
 
Considering the setting in which Genesis was written, when God took centerstage it was 
clear he was greater than any god the ancient Near East had claimed to know. For 
example, it was commonly believed that matter existed before the gods fashioned the 
world--Genesis shows us there is only one true God and he created everything from 
nothing. Whereas many believed parts of creation were gods competing with each 
other, Genesis points to the God who rules over all creation to show his “eternal power 
and divine nature” (Romans 1:20). Although humanity was considered a bunch of 
doormats to keep the gods appeased and supplied with food, Genesis reveals the God 
who makes humanity for intimate relationship with him, crowning them as the treasure 
of all his creation and supplying them  with food and everything they  needed for life.  1

This is the drama of Genesis chapter 1 as it hits the audience of its day. 
 

Religious ideas from ancient Near East Spiritual realities from Genesis 1-3 

Matter existed before the gods fashioned 
it into the world 

The one true God created everything from 
nothing 

Parts of nature are gods competing God rules over all creation to show his 

1 Gordon J. Wenham, Word Biblical Commentary, Vol. 1: Genesis 1-15 , 37 
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against one another eternal power and divine nature 

Humans are doormats to keep the gods 
appeased and supplied with food 

God creates humanity for relationship and 
supplies them with everything they need 

 
But that’s only six days of a seven-day creation. The seventh day is summarized in the 
first three verses of chapter 2. It’s the perfect conclusion to the story of creation : 2

 
In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth...Thus the heavens and the 
earth were finished, Genesis 1:1, 2:1 
 
Instead of closing the curtain on creation, God did something really fascinating: he 
rested . It’s like, instead of just putting up the lawn mower after mowing the yard, you 
grab a cold glass of lemonade, sit down in a lawn chair, and admire a job well done. 
Except, there’s no fatigue; not a drop of sweat. God didn’t rest because he was tired--he 
created everything by speaking it into existence! What does it mean that he rested 
then? The word used has a negative side and a positive side. The negative side 
basically means that God ceased from his work. The positive side, however, carries the 
sense that God was refreshed. You can see this most clearly in Exodus 31:17: 
 
It is a sign forever between me and the people of Israel that in six days the Lord  made 
heaven and earth, and on the seventh day he rested and was refreshed. Exodus 31:17 
 
This refreshment was God delighting in the very good work he had done, savoring it, 
taking joy in it.  This too turned common religious ideas of that day upside down. In the 3

ancient Near East the seventh day was widely considered a day of bad omen--to put it 
in modern terms, a day of superstition, like Friday the 13th.  But Genesis shows it to be 4

a “blessed” day, a “holy” day. So on a day that the world thought they needed to escape 
from, Genesis showed it to be a special day in which God himself partook of rest and 
refreshment.   5

 
And this really gets us to the key point about why God rested. In many ancient Near 
Eastern accounts about one of their deities resting, it was usually connected with the 
idea of building a temple: a place for that deity to come to rest, to dwell. For the people 
of this era, to hear from Genesis 2 that God rested would’ve immediately meant, “Oh 

2 Wenham, 34-35 
3 John MacArthur, “The Rest of Creation”  
4 Wenham, 37 
5 Wenham, 36 
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yeah, he is constructing a temple!” But where is the temple in Genesis 2? There is no 
temple! At least not one constructed out of stone or wood. The whole earth is God’s 
temple, or as the psalmist puts it: 
 
The earth is the Lord’s, and everything in it, 
the world, and all who live in it, Psalm 24:1 
 
This is no mere deity looking for a temple in which to rest alone, it is the one true God 
constructing the world  as a sacred place in which to dwell with his people.   6

 
So, why all this comparison with ancient religions? It’s not like they’re here to debate 
with us. Well, because for us to understand what the Bible means today, we must 
understand what it meant when it was written. And we might be surprised to find that the 
situation of that day may not be so different from ours. Let me provide some examples.  

● First, we saw in the story of Genesis that the one true God created everything 
from nothing. We, on the other hand, are driven by the itch of never having 
enough. Rather than resting in the endless supply of the God who makes things 
out of nothing, we say, “God helps those who help themselves,” and we scurry 
off to the next activity. Instead of being able to leave our workday or workweek 
behind, we tick internally with to-do lists and guilt over tasks left undone.  

● Second, from Genesis we saw together that God rules over all creation to show 
his eternal power and divine nature. We, however, often consume creation as an 
end in itself. Rather than resting in creation with attentiveness toward God, we go 
on vacation and travel so far, stay so busy, eat so much, and sleep so little that 
we come back from vacation needing a vacation.  

● Third, Genesis showed us that God creates humanity for relationship and 
supplies them with everything they need. We, instead, are ruled by what has 
been termed as FOMO, the “fear of missing out”. Rather than a deep, satisfying 
relationship with God in which we trust he always has our best interests in mind, 
we suspect he is holding out on us in some way. Adele Calhoun describes 
FOMO as an American epidemic defined by “sleep deprivation and running on 
empty...living full throttle...a nearly permanent state of exhaustion and impending 
burnout...workaholism [and] lack of adequate rest” leading to “losing sight of what 
we enjoy in our work, finding even the things we enjoy doing become a 
chore...impairing our ability to hear God’s voice and discern his movement in our 
lives...and losing touch with human limits that are meant to keep us in touch with 
God.”  7

6 ESV Study Bible, 52 
7 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook, 75 
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● Fourth, God himself rested on the seventh day, making it a “blessed” and “holy” 
day. We, on the other hand, cannot stand inactivity. Rather than eagerly seeking 
out moments and days of zero productivity, we make our alternative to work 
basically other kinds of work--finishing up some things around the house, working 
out, catching up on journaling, taking a mental note of things coming up on the 
calendar. Even our best attempts at rest--binge-watching Netflix, withdrawing 
from others, sleeping a lot--are often the subconscious work of running away 
from something that’s bothering us.  

● Fifth, Genesis taught us that God made the world as a temple in which to dwell 
with his people. We, in contrast, are transient, always on the move internally and 
externally. Rather than being captivated by the idea of dwelling with God both 
now and forever, and it slowing us down like snuggly children, we struggle to give 
others our undivided attention and presence, even those we love most. 

 

Spiritual realities from Genesis 1-3 Religious behavior from modern America 

The one true God created everything from 
nothing 

We are driven by the itch of never having 
enough, nor having done enough 

God rules over all creation to show his 
eternal power and divine nature 

We consume creation and need a 
vacation from our vacation 

God creates humanity for relationship and 
supplies them with everything they need 

We are ruled by FOMO (fear of missing 
out)  

God himself rested on the seventh day, 
making it a “blessed” and “holy” day 

We hate inactivity and make our 
alternative to work other kinds of work 

God made the world as a temple in which 
to dwell with his people 

We struggle to give others our undivided 
attention and presence  

 
We’re a mess! The differences between the God of Genesis and the religious ideas of 
the ancient Near East are so easy to see. But we can’t shake our heads and say “Crazy 
pagans,” because the differences between the God of Genesis and the way we roll 
today are just as easy to see! We may not make sacrifices at the temple of a hungry 
god, but we are certainly making sacrifices to the gods of productivity, achievement, 
busyness, and consumerism. One author diagnoses it this way: 
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People in our age are showing signs of [physical breakdown] because we are living at a 
pace that is too fast for our bodies. Archibald Hart, Adrenaline and Stress  8

 
Why? Where is this epidemic coming from? Look no further than Genesis chapter 3. 
There, Satan, a rebellious angel fallen from heaven, comes to the first woman in the 
form of a serpent and tempts her to eat fruit from the one tree God commanded not to 
eat from. The woman is hesitant at first, remembering that God said that she would die 
if she ate from that tree. Pay close to what the serpent says in response: 
 
You will not surely die. For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, 
and you will be like God, knowing good and evil. Genesis 3:4-5 
 
Look--it’s the world’s first instance of FOMO, the fear of missing out. The serpent says, 
‘Look, God knows something good will happen if you eat that fruit, so he made this rule 
to keep you from getting it. In other words, he’s keeping it all to himself--you’re missing 
out!’ Tragically, the woman gave in to that thought and ate the fruit, and so did her 
husband. The results according to Genesis are really fascinating: 

● First, Genesis 3:7 tells us that immediately their eyes were opened and they 
realized they were naked. There is an immediate sense of not just guilt, but 
shame. Guilt is feeling bad about what we’ve done; shame is feeling bad about 
who we are. For the man and woman something is suddenly wrong about who 
they are, to the extent that they feel the need to cover themselves. 

● Second, Genesis 3:8 tells us that God came walking in the garden in the cool of 
the day and the man and woman hid themselves from him. What is abnormal in 
the situation doesn’t seem to be God himself walking in the garden, but that the 
man and woman were afraid. They were on the run. 

● Third, the end of Genesis 3 tells us that God drove out the man from garden of 
Eden. What is all this getting at? The way in which God completed his creation, a 
seventh day of sweet rest to which the man and woman were made to enjoy with 
him, a day which, by the way, had no mention of coming to an end, this rest was 
wrecked . It was ruined. And we are the proof!  

 
The rest we are talking about here is not so much about a day but about a relationship 
with God. Sin, turning away from God, ended the man and woman’s ability to rest 
securely in God, and it infected the whole world. So this sermon and this series is not 
about how to change our behavior to become more restful people, as though this is just 
some funky American cultural thing we need to figure out in order to make every day a 

8 Archibald Hart, Adrenaline and Stress: The Exciting New Breakthrough that Helps You Overcome Stress 
Damage 
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Friday. The message today is help us recognize our own sinful heart condition (in 
whatever ways it expresses itself) and run to God with it rather than away from him. 
Augustine, a Christian from the fifth century, captures this in a simple prayer: 
 
You have made us for yourself, O Lord, and our hearts are restless until they find their 
rest in you. Augustine of Hippo  9

 
This moment is a call to rest, a call to recognize our attempts at fixing our heart 
condition with busyness. Later, the book of Hebrews picks up the theme of God’s rest, 
and calls us to lay down our work. Hebrews 4:10 reads, 
 
for whoever has entered God's rest has also rested from his works as God did from his. 
Hebrews 4:10 
 
But how can we do this?! As we have already admitted together, even when we try to 
force ourselves to stop being busybodies, we can’t. This is a heart issue, and we cannot 
change ourselves at a heart level. Thankfully, the author of Hebrews continues, 
 
For we do not have a high priest who is unable to sympathize with our weaknesses, but 
one who in every respect has been tempted as we are, yet without sin. Hebrews 4:15 
 
Jesus Christ came and achieved the perfect balance of work and rest. I don’t even have 
a concept of what that looked like! But that’s who he was. And he was tempted to 
overdo it just like us--but he didn’t. So because of him we can “then with confidence 
draw near to the throne of grace” (Hebrews 4:16)--keep in mind, not to run away from 
God in shame over our inability to rest secure, but to run to the throne of grace with 
confidence--”that we may receive mercy and find grace to help in time of need” 
(Hebrews 4:16).  
 
Conclusion 
 
To give you a practical, normal glimpse into what this looks like...on Wednesday night 
we had a wonderful Family Meeting here. In it I announced the importance of 
establishing “Antioch Arts” and cultivating creativity in our church. It just so happened 
that the same night Rebekah Flint, a gifted artist in our church, had brought two 
beautiful chalices she had made for Antioch to use during communion. She had worked 
on the project for so long and finally gotten them just like she wanted. It was a sacred 
moment. We displayed them proudly here on the communion table. Then after the 

9 St. Augustine, Confessions 
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meeting while we were eating ice cream sandwiches, children were playing and 
accidentally snagged the tablecloth. I watched in horror as both chalices fell to the floor 
and broke to pieces. We were all mortified. It was crushing to tell Rebekah. This is the 
type of thing that happens in real life, and it carried the potential to ruin relationships 
and create tension and keep us lying awake at night, unable to sleep. And yet, only 
because the One to which those chalices pointed, the One who poured out his blood for 
us, we could still find rest in the middle of the broken pieces. That is the invitation to 
God’s rest. 
 
On the night he was betrayed, Jesus took a loaf of bread, and after blessing it, broke it 
and gave it to his disciples and said to them, “This is my body, which is broken for you; 
eat this in remembrance of me.” He also took a cup of wine, and after blessing it, gave it 
to his disciples and said, “This cup is the new covenant marked by the shedding of my 
blood. For as often as you eat this bread and drink from this cup, you announce the 
Lord’s death until he returns.” We are announcing that Jesus Christ is the way for 
us to return to the rest we were made for. Our tradition here at Antioch is to come 
forward and break off a piece of bread and dip it in the juice. There will be stations here 
in the front; gluten-free bread will be available to my left, your right. If you’re not a 
Christian, this sacred symbol is not for you, but rather than taking communion, we 
encourage you to take Christ. He has made himself available to you this very moment. 
There will be pastors in the back and people to pray with you on the sides. Let’s pray. 
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